Data Protection

Ensure Your Data is Protected On-site and in the Cloud

The days when you only had to protect data on-premise are gone. Now you are also responsible for protecting
your cloud-hosted applications. You need an intelligent solution that will backup traditional workloads, while
providing protection for your cloud based applications. The solution should support your business continuity plan to
ensure data is always accessible and secure, and enable you to restore data quickly and efficiently in the event it is lost.

Protect Your Data On-premise or in the Cloud

+

• Easy to set up and manage
• Single-vendor solution for onpremise and cloud data
• Multiple deployment options
• Data backup to secure cloud or
private location
• Automated data replication
• Peace of Mind

Cloud

Backup-based Replication
Define replication policies with just a slider and assign
these policies to VMs and physical databases and
applications
End-to-End Encryption
Software-based encryption from the source to target
location whether at-rest or in-transit
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Unify backup
Instant Recovery
Replication
Archival compliance
Easily secure and manage data
Data mobility and accessibility
Simple
Scale-out

Simply Different

Your data is core of your business, and when it comes to
data protection it is essential to have a partner you can
trust. LookingPoint has the expertise and experience
needed to integrate your on-premise infrastructure with the
cloud. Our partnerships allow us to provide our clients with
the most secure and reliable solutions on the market today.

Swift Recoveries
Instantly locate your data and deliver rapid recoveries
for your file, folders, file sets, VM and database
instances in the cloud.
Compliance Reporting and Alerts
Monitor replication task status, track replication
policy compliance, and receive proactive notifications
for errors and warnings
Policy-based Management
Click to assign out-of-the-box SLA policies to your
cloud databases, applications, and filesets. Create
your own SLA policies by selecting desired snapshot
capture frequency, retention duration, and data
policy.
Learn more about data protection solutions today. Call us at 925-566-3480 or email us at sales@lookingpoint.com

